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During this term in literacy, 
we have been using our 
space topic to help with our 
writing. We have written 
letters to Tim Peake to try 
and persuade him to come 
to our school, leaflets about 
space and haiku poems 
about space and the galaxy. 
We read as a class ‘Cakes 
in Space’, we then used 
information from this book 
to write an explanation 
text about how to use a 
machine which makes cakes. 
Throughout these pieces of 
work, we have been building 
in our knowledge of using 
adjectives and adverbs 
to make our writing more 
exciting. We have also been 
learning how to correctly 
punctuate our work. 

Throughout this term, we 
have been focusing on our 
arithmetic skills. This has 
meant that we have spent 
time learning how to add 
and subtract three digit 
numbers using column 
addition and subtraction. 
We have learnt how to 
multiply a two digit number 
with a one digit number 
by using the grid method. 
We also spent time looking 
at money and the children 
successfully ran a break 
time tuck shop where they 
learnt how to give change 
to the other students.  We 
have ended the term by 
looking at measuring and 
converting lengths and 
working out the perimeter 
of a shape. 

This term our topic was 
space, we have had lots of 
fun with this topic. We tried 
astronaut ice cream, looked 
at famous astronauts, the 
first moon landing, the 
planets and the moon.  

Throughout the topic, we 
have had some fun events 
such as having the mobile 
planetarium come to the 
school. The children were 
able to learn facts about the 
planets, learn how the Earth 
orbits the Sun, how the 
Moon orbits the Earth and 
the different constellations 
you can see at night in the 
sky. 

Targets for next term:
• Keep practising your 

times tables! 
• Read every day and ask 

questions when you 
are unsure what a word 
means.

• Keep working hard in 
every lesson
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This term, we have been 
reading the book Cakes in 
Space. We have used our space 
topic to explore topics such 
as the moon landings and 
life as an astronaut. We have 
used astronaut ice cream to 
write a persuasive advert and 
used our iPads to find all sorts 
of facts about space for an 
information leaflet. We really 
enjoyed watching the Baboon 
on the Moon video which we 
responded to by writing our 
own diary entries as if we were 
the baboon!

We have been working hard 
on our arithmetic skills this 
term using the column method 
for addition and subtraction 
and the grid method for 
multiplication. We had 
some fun Big Maths lessons 
where we used our iPads to 
find questions around our 

classroom and became the 
teacher to explain how to 
work out a problem.

We have really enjoyed our 
space topic this term! We 
had a visit from a mobile 
planetarium where we learnt 
all about the solar system and 
the stars. An alien even crash- 
landed in our field and we 
spent the day giving the alien 
a tour of our school, making 
a special guidebook and 
designing the safest spaceship 
we could. Pupils have also 
been taking our class alien 
home every week and writing 
about their adventures.
In our history lessons, we 
have been learning about Neil 
Armstrong and the history 
of the moon landings. In our 
science lessons this term, we 
created our own models of the 
Earth and Moon’s orbit around 
the Sun as well as using 
Oreos to show how the moon 
changes as it orbits the Earth. 
Our Geography lessons this 
term have involved us learning 
about parts of the globe, 
Continents and countries. 

We enjoyed using the Google 
Earth app on our iPads to 
support us with these lessons. 
We had a visit from the Key 
to Life bus which had an 
interactive wall that taught 
us about Christianity with 
games and activities and we 
spent time at the beginning 
of the term taking part in 
some art activities to decorate 
our classroom. This included 
making space portholes and 
decorating poems we had 
written. 

We enjoyed our event days 
which included World Book 
Day, Comic Relief and an 
Animal Experience. Our events 
raised lots of money for 
charity and our library and 
learning about all the exotic 
animals we met was very 
exciting!

Our targets for next term are: 
• Read every day - choose a 

book you enjoy to make it 
fun!

• Use learning apps such as 
PIXL at home, if you can. 

• Become times table 
experts.

YEAR 3 - 
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Pizza-making experience: As part 
of our topic, we were able to visit 
Pizza Express in King’s Lynn for 
a unique experience, where we 
learnt about key ingredients used 
in pizzas and where they come 
from. We also got to make (and 
keep!) our own pizzas. They were 
delicious and very tasty. We learnt 
so much from it; and then used this 
experience in our Literacy work. 

Hear your teacher read: We had a 
one-off special afternoon, where 
we got to hear Miss Sugden read 
to us. She picked David Walliams 
newest book – ‘Fing’. We loved 
hearing her read and she loved 
reading to us too. We hope we can 
have more of this in the future.

World Book Day/Red Nose Day: 
This term, we have had some 
amazing days for two special 
causes. Firstly, we celebrated World 

Book Day with a Mad Hatters Tea 
Party, a live lesson from the BBC, 
and some fun and exciting book-
themed activities in class. We 
even got to take part in a drama 
session with an established author 
– Stewart Foster. We had so many 
great costumes, and we thoroughly 
enjoyed every aspect of the day. 
Shortly after this, we had a ‘red-
tastic’ day. We were able to raise 
over £670 for a wonderful cause. 
We got to see some funny ‘make-
overs’ on our teacher, and take 
part in some unique mini-games 
at break. Whilst learning about 
why Comic Relief is so important, 
we also got to take part in a very 
special Red Nose Day Orienteering 
activity. 

BIG MATHS: This is definitely one 
of our favourite times of the week! 
Miss Sugden sets up interactive, 
physical and challenging activities, 
game and scavenger hunts. We use 
our knowledge from prior lessons 
and apply it into these tasks. We 
get to work with others and we 
are always on the move in these 
lessons. Our main focuses in Maths 
this term, have been fractions, 
decimals and improving our 

knowledge of addition, subtraction, 
division and multiplication. 

Animal Encounter: This term, we also 
had a visit from some furry friends 
(and non-furry too!). We learnt all 
about some wonderful animals; their 
habitats, their diet and how they live! 
We got to see Meerkats, a tortoise, a 
skunk and even more. We then took 
all of this wonderful information and 
used it to complete a book about 
them using our iPads. 

Topic – Romans: This term, our topic 
has been ‘The Romans’. Miss Sugden 
was so impressed with the creative 
homework we created for this topic. 
We have used it to decorate the 
classroom, and our landing. We 
have read many books linked to 
this topic and used these types of 
stories and texts as inspiration for 
our writing. We have written adverts 
urging others to train to be a soldier 
and created our own stories about 
escaping from Pompeii after a terrible 
disaster. We have also used our topic 
for Geography and History to explore 
how the Roman Empire developed, 
and differences between Italy and 
Norfolk. 
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Key to life bus: Earlier in the term, 
we got to have two very special 
visits to the ‘Key to Life Bus’ where 
we learnt about some important 
religious events within Christianity. 
It was very interactive – we could 
even touch the walls! We played 
games, watched videos and learnt 
so much from it!

Howard’s Got Talent Final: We also 
had three members of our great 
class in the Howard’s Got Talent 
Final. Milana sang beautifully and 
Ruby and Emilija were her dancers 
and back up singers. We were all 
incredibly proud of them, and they 
were even voted as the ‘People’s 
Choice’ Winners! Amazing 
achievement ladies!

Targets:
Read different types of books to an 
adult daily.
Practice and develop your spelling 
knowledge. 
Know your multiplication and 
division facts – inside out!
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It has been another 
successful term for the 
Inspire Suite, which included 
meeting Romans, making 
pizza in a restaurant and 
even included a Harry Potter 
themed day!

Our topic has been ‘Italy 
and the Romans’, this was 
launched with a trip to Lynn 
Museum for a special Roman 
Workshop where we met a 
variety of Romans, played 
traditional Roman games 
and even tried some of the 
food they used to eat! 

We have also fully enjoyed 
exploring the food eaten by 
Italians today – with a trip to 
Pizza Express in which every 
child learnt about toppings 
and created their own pizza. 

We also received a number 
of amazing Roman crafts, 
from shields to a life-sized 
Roman soldier to display in 
class, which was amazing.
In Literacy, we began 
by reading ‘Escape from 
Pompeii’ completing a 
range of exciting writing 
tasks from this book. We 
have since been learning 
about Bran, a young Briton 
at the time of the Roman 
Invasion in the book 
‘Roman Invasion’.  Our 
writing has also covered 
newspaper reports, myths 
and instructions, the last of 
these leading to a ‘how to 
create a potion lesson’ with 
Professor Snape for World 
Book Day!

In Maths, we began by 
revising our knowledge of 
multiplication and division, 
before covering fractions 
and decimals for the 
remainder of the term. We 
have seen lots of progress 

due to the efforts made both 
in school and at home.
In Science, we have been 
looking at states of matter! 
We tested the best places 
to ensure that solids do 
not become liquids and 
also the best ways to 
turn solid to liquid as we 
created chocolate cornflake 
cupcakes!

Next term, our targets are 
to continue reading at home 
every day – making sure 
that we understand the 
stories we read, handing in 
homework on Thursday of 
the week after it has been 
set at the latest and most 
importantly, to enjoy our 
learning – always trying our 
very best.
Enjoy the Easter holidays!

Follow our Twitter account 
which is updated regularly 
@InspireSuite
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Since Mr Parsons and 
Miss Smart have joined 
the class we have worked 
incredibly hard and done 
an amazing amount of 
work, not just tests!

In Literacy we have 
focussed mostly on 
discussion texts, focusing 
on appreciating both 
sides of the argument 
whilst remaining unbiased 
ourselves. We have linked 
our paragraphs and 
indeed our sentences 
within paragraphs by 
using the appropriate 

adverbials. Mr Parsons 
makes sure we do loads 
of comprehension, 
spelling and grammar 
work, whilst Miss Smart 
makes sure we have been 
practicing our reading.

In Maths we continue 
to make sure that our 
times table knowledge 
is the best it can be, 
we practice every day. 
We have looked at lots 
of problems involving 
decimals, up to 3 decimal 
places, that means sums 
into the 1/1000s, now 
that’s tricky! We are 
learning to look at word 
problems to reason what 
mathematical tasks to 
undertake by problem 
solving.

In our topic lessons we 
have looked at the Aztecs 
and their strange ziggurat 
pyramids. Our Science 
work has been about 
plants, we have made 
seed bomb models to 
observe seed dispersal, 
we have dissected 
plants and identified 
their different parts and 
investigated what it is 
that plants need to grow.

We have been striving 
to be our very best at 
all times and to succeed 
across the curriculum.
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This term has been great fun 
for Walliams Class. We now 
have our Lego Suite (Inspire 
Too) up and running and we are 
incorporating our love of Lego 
into all of our learning and work. 
We have been hard at work 
building the Lego version of Big 
Ben and we have also started 
work on a Lego Replica of the 
Hogwarts Express from the 
Harry Potter stories.

We really enjoyed the Animal 
Encounters Day from earlier in 
the term and learnt some really 
interesting facts about some 
of the animals. Most of us had 
never seen an Armadillo before 
so to be able to hold one was 
amazing!

Needless to say we have really 
enjoyed our Chocolate work and 
we did lots of fun and interesting 

things. These involved coming 
up with our own types of 
chocolate and then branding 
them and actually making them.

Our time in the Spark Lab has 
involved making complicated 
Rube Goldberg machines and 
those of us that haven’t been 
in the Spark Lab have been 
enjoying working through the 
new “Everyone Can Create” 
materials from Apple.

Howard’s Got Talent proved to 
be a very popular event and 
everybody who auditioned 
showed off their great talents. 
We were very pleased to 
have a member of our class 
representing us in the live 
Final and we were extremely 
entertained by his magic tricks 
and showmanship.

Key to life bus
The children loved the visit of 
the Key to Life Bus. They very 
much enjoyed their two visits 
and said that they liked the 

interactive element of the bus, 
especially the touch-screen 
walls and the way that the bible 
stories were made fun and 
engaging.

We were mentioned in the 
Newspapers this term when 
we opened our Lego Inspire 
Too Suite. The children put 
on Lego costumes and made 
Lego models throughout the 
day. They also got treated to a 
special guest appearance from 
another child’s impressive Lego 
model airport.

Swimming has also been 
great fun this Half term and 
the children have learnt new 
skills and are becoming more 
confident in the water every 
week. I am especially proud of 
their behaviour when at the 
swimming pool. Not a week 
has gone by without their 
exemplary behaviour being 
commented on by the staff and 
they have really done Howard 
Junior School proud.
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We’ve certainly had a 
very busy and fun filled 
term. Everyone has been 
working extremely hard 
towards their SATS; 
superb progress has 
been made across the 
board. In our class we 
are all big believers in 
growth mindset, hard 
work pays off and we 
certainly never give 
up. This attitude has 
resulted in amazing 
mock SATS results.

We celebrated 
Safer Internet day 
and discussed the 

importance of staying 
safe online as well as 
what was appropriate 
to be going on. The 
internet is a wonderful 
place when used 
correctly and safely.

Several children stayed 
behind to listen to me 
read a book of their 
choice for ‘Hear A 
Teacher Read’. I read 
Alex Sparrow and 
the Really Big Stink 
by Jennifer Killick. 
It certainly made us 
all laugh and I highly 
recommend her books 
for the older reader. If 
your child likes humour 
and mystery, then it ’s a 
must read.
World book day as 
always was celebrated 
at Howard, bigger 

and better! We were 
extremely lucky to 
have the very talented 
author Stewart Foster 
come and visit us. Year 
6 were very lucky to 
have a master class 
with him. If that wasn’t 
enough, we also had 
an Animal Encounters 
day where we met 
various animals and 
experienced an owl 
flying over us whilst 
laying down.

It ’s crazy to think Year 
6 have only one term 
left before they leave 
Howard. I’m sure it 
will be as busy and fun 
packed as ever.

Have a very Happy 
Easter.
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This term has been a jam- 
packed term full of fun and 
learning. 

We have been working 
hard to prepare and 
revise for our SATS, 
taking part in a range of 
booster activities, practise 
papers and improving our 
mathematical knowledge 
and understanding using 
Maths Whizz.

As part of World book 
day preparations we took 
part in a ‘Read with your 
teacher’ session where we 

were given the chance to 
listen to Miss Wells read 
The secret Diary of Adrian 
Mole (which we absolutely 
loved!) as well as sharing 
our thoughts and opinions. 
This was an extremely 
enjoyable activity which 
helped to get us excited 
about world book day. We 
also enjoyed biscuits and 
squash!

Once again World Book 
Day was a memorable 
day and an opportunity to 
share some of our favourite 
books as well as dress up as 
book characters.  We took 
part in a variety of sessions 
and helped to raise money 
for new books for our 
school. We were visited by 
children’s author Stewart 

Foster and were given an 
insight into his work as an 
author. We also enjoyed 
a writing workshop with 
him and were given some 
useful hints and tips 
to help us improve our 
writing techniques!

As a school we love to 
raise money for worthy 
charities and with comic 
relief we get to have lots 
of fun while doing it.
We celebrated comic 
relief in style wearing 
red t-shirts, hats and 
red noses. We took part 
in lots of fun activities 
throughout the day!
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We have had another exciting and 
productive term in the Spark Lab, 
taking part in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Maths lessons 
designed specifically for our pupils by 
Mr McCowen.

Year 3 have been using Dash & Dot 
to develop coding and computational 
thinking skills; learning how to 
create algorithms to control a robot, 
measure distances and angles, 
rounding numbers, write code 
that only runs if certain criteria are 
met, decomposing challenges and 
debugging their work. Phew, well 
done Year 3!

Year 4 have been creating Roman 
Chariot inspired, Sphero powered, 
racing vehicles.  Learning about 

friction, momentum, wheels and 
axles, our Year 4 engineers have 
embraced the challenge and created 
some wonderful methods of Sphero 
powered transportation.

Year 5 have been studying physics and 
engineering, learning about kinetic 
and potential energy, energy transfer, 
gravity, friction and the construction 
of simple machines through the 
creation of Rube Goldberg  and the 
Mousetrap board game inspired chain 
reaction machines.  We have seen 
some wonderfully engineered and 
complex machines featuring ramps, 
rails, wheels, pendulums, balls, robots 
and even exercise bikes; all to simply 
ring a bell!



This year’s World Book 
Day was phenomenal! 
The effort that each child 
put in with their costume 
was amazing and it was 
great to see so many book 
characters brought to life. 
This year we had a week of 
celebrations. We started 
the week off with a group 
of children going to visit the 
Roald Dahl Museum. The 
children attended creative 
workshops to help them 
with their own writing, 
they were able to see Roald 
Dahl’s writing shed and 
even visit his grave. Later on 
in the week, we had a Hear 

Your Teacher Read Session, 
this meant that children 
could stay behind after 
school to hear their teacher 
read a story to them! This 
was lots of fun and the 
children really enjoyed this 
event. 

Finally, we had our biggest 
celebration on 7th of 
March to celebrate World 
Book Day. The children 
came dressed up as their 
favourite characters and 
spent the day learning and 
talking about books.  We 
also had famous author 
Stewart Foster come to 
visit us. He spent his time 
working with Year 4 on a 
creative drama exercise 
and completed a writing 
workshop with both Years 5 
and 6. He also talked to the 
whole school about what 

it was like to be an author! 
Additionally, we had a Mad 
Hatter’s tea party, where 
they were able to meet the 
Mad Hatter. Futhermore, in 
Howard tradition, Batman 
and Robin went around 
King’s Lynn town centre to 
give out free books to the 
public.
 
The day was a great 
success and we raised 
£206.45. Thank you to 
all the children and the 
parents for making this a 
wonderful day to celebrate 
reading!  
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On Friday 15th March, 
we had an amazing 
day to raise over £670 
for Comic Relief. The 
children really made 
an effort to come in 
something red, paint 
themselves red and 
some crazy hair designs 
too! 

The day kicked off with 
a themed-assembly 
about where the money 
goes, and then we had 
some real fun – lead 
by Mr Hill. We painted 

teachers, sprayed them 
with a water pistol, 
and had a parade of 
all of our costumes! 
There was also a dance 
off between Elmo and 
the biggest Red Nose 
mascot we had ever 
seen!

During break time, 
there were many 
opportunities to raise 
some extra pennies. We 
could have our faces 
painted, buy some 
cakes, take part in some 
red nose bowling, and 
then finally a chance 
to ‘guess the sweeties’ 
– with a Year 6 pupil 
guessing only 5 less 
than the 384 total!

During our lessons, we 
got to learn about Red 
Nose Day some more! 
Some of us made a 
book using our iPads, 
whilst others learnt 
more about how the 
money helps specific 
children! Miss Sugden 
also set up a ‘Red-Nose 
Day Orienteering task. 
We had to find pictures 
of all of the staff (who 
posed with a red nose), 
with just a map of the 
school to help. 

A massive thank you 
to Mr Hill, all of the 
teaching staff, our TAs, 
children and finally to 
the parents; for all your 
support and hard work 
into making sure it was 
a huge success!
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